Customer Guide: Public Access to Plan Review Status

→ HINT: Owners or consultants who feel out of the loop because they don’t have access to the EPM project dashboard will appreciate this connection to real time information on a project.

(STATMAP’s)

1. At the Code Enforcement website, select the OWNER & DEVELOPERS button.

2. Then under CHECK PROJECT STATUS, select the PLAN REVIEW link:

3. Enter the EPM project number and click SEARCH:

If EPM project number is unknown, select VIEW PERMITS and the search can be run by address, project name or permit number.

This will open up your PROJECT PAGE.

4. Select PLAN REVIEW STATUS to access all the plan review comments:

5. This next screen will show the PLAN REVIEW DETAILS: scroll down to PROJECT QUICKVIEW to see contact information on all Plan Examiners and Coordinator …

6. Then scroll further to PROJECT DETAILS for review results as well as hyperlinks to all notes and comments.